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INVASION OF ITALY

From Cook, representing the Combined Canadian Press

With C ana dians,

Central Mediterranean.

We've waited four years for today.
And at last our Allied forces have gained a

foothold on continental Europe as first phases of the Canadian and British

invasion appear successful. A striking amphibious operation such as is possible

at only one other spot in Europe has carried the Canadians and their comrades of the

Sicilian campaign into the mainland and given us a bridgehead on Italy 's toe.

Through the blackness at throe-thirty in the morning this reporter saw miles

of Sicilian coast facing Messina Straits flame with the orange and crimson blast

of British and Canadian guns lashing out with fury a hundred pounds a minute across

ten thousand yards of see to silence the Axis batteries on the other side. For days
our forces had been taping those defences end volley after volley poured into the

enemy lines. Earlier we had seen a spectacular blase of ammunition as an enemy

hilltop fort was set afire by the bombardment from cur novel croft. The whole

sea was lighted by this fire and continued explosions.

The Canadians moved out in the silence of the night, and half an hour after

they sailed artillery counter battery fire smashed eastward to the defences and the

whole coast was a seething mass of artillery flame and those craggy hills

resounded with the coho of shattering blows,

For twenty minutes a hail poured upon the enemy batteries, then the fire

was concentrated on other targets.

Scores of landing craft, some manned by our Canadian Navy lads, moved silently

forward and twenty minutes before landing artillery fire was directed at the

beaches then back on the enemy gun positions and finally just before landing, on the

beaches again.

The first Canadians were ashore at four thirty and during momentary lulls in

the barrage we could hear occasional machine gun fire, rapid stuff like Brens from the

hillside. The darkness was lighted by explosions and answering fire* One shell

burst in the air four hundred yards from us.

This strange operation where ruthless pirates of antiquity reigned more than

twenty centuries ago is the only spot in Europe where an actual invasion by .Allied

land forces could be covered by landbased artillery. Those reaches somewhat

resemble Dieppe*' but this operation found initial success in the fact that concentra-

ted fire was possible by artillery on the Sicilian side and tremendous air cover.

Now we-are in Europe on the first day of the fifth year of the war. That’s

just on accident of the calendar according to high Canadian officers, but with the

initiative in our hands daybreak comes over these Straits with a genuine feeling
that this is our great moment.
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